Your Data. Your Doctor. Your Way.

Blockchain + Healthcare
combined seamlessly

Your Body
is your most priceless possession.

Take Care of It!

TGE SALE

Begins: 26th February 2018
Ends: 01st April 2018
Token Price : 1HHEM = $3.95

Bonus Tokens during TGE Sale

Day 1

Week 1

Week 2

22%

17%

12%

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

7%

2%

0%

Join Us!

Presentation

White Paper

www.healthureum.io

info@healthureum.io

What Healthureum Offers
Healthureum is a gateway to global standard healthcare services secured
and operated on the blockchain. We will guarantee our users:

Radical. Required. Rewarding.

How Can You Participate
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Sign Up on www.healthureum.io
Read our Participation Guide on your dashboard.
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Purchase using BTC/ETH/ECH.
Make payment to the wallet address provided to
complete transaction.
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You will receive a purchase confirmation on your email.
Your HHEM tokens will be issued once the TGE has ended.
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You can trade your tokens on an exchange or
hold them for potential future growth.

Why Should You Participate
Healthureum will be a game changer in the future of healthcare.
So, join us and participate.
To be part of something HUGE which adds value to society.
A first glance at healthcare’s most revolutionary project.
Global access to healthcare services and expertise.
Transparent and efficient services and payments.
Ability to capitalize on a projects potential from day one.
Avail of Pre-sale Bonus!

06

Welcome to next century of Healthcare on
the blockchain.
Healthureum is a dynamic and multi-functional ecosystem of healthcare
services based on Ethereum blockchain. Healthureum’s radical platform
will integrate blockchain and smart contract technology into healthcare’s
critical services to create standardization, scalability and social
responsibility.
Healthureum will transform
‘How We Manage
Our Healthcare’.

Healthureum has come into
existence to bring innovative
blockchain based solutions to
tackle healthcare’s biggest
challenges.

“Our goal is to bring a
robustness, trust, and
efficiency to future proof
healthcare procedures.”

The Healthureum Ecosystem
Healthureum’s innovative approach can bring widespread efficiency and
transparency across 5 core fields of healthcare:

Data systemization

Doctor consultation
and referrals

A framework for the secure
exchange and sharing of medical
data with permission layers,
focusing on patient data integrity
and interoperability.

Video consults, referrals and
diagnostics verified and paid
for using HHEM tokens.

Research programs
Contribute your data
to research programs
and get rewarded with
HHEM tokens.

Medical Infrastructure
Your Data. Your Doctor. Your Way.

Blockchain based analysis
of demand Vs. usage for
future planning to ensure
adequate access to world
class infrastructure.

Philanthropic activities
Support and donate to projects of social cause
with HHEM tokens which ensure traceability
and ethical use of donations.

“If you’re in the luckiest 1% of the humanity,
you owe it to the rest of humanity to think
about the other 99%”.

How it Works
Healthureum operates on the Ethereum blockchain using an ERC20
standard to deploy smart contracts for health-related services. All services
procured in the Healthureum ecosystem shall accept only HHEM tokens as
means of payment, and any rewards earned shall be compensated using
HHEM tokens, for fast and secure transfers.

